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Abstract

We study successive measurements of two observables using von Neumann’s mea-
surement model. The two-pointer correlation for arbitrary coupling strength allows
retrieving the initial system state. We recover Lüders rule, the Wigner formula and
the Kirkwood-Dirac distribution in the appropriate limits of the coupling strength.
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1 Introduction

The time evolution of an isolated system obeys, in Quantum Mechanics (QM),
the Schrödinger equation. When an observable Â is measured on the system,
the “standard rule” is that the only possible outcomes are the eigenvalues of Â,
each result occurring with a probability given by Born’s rule. The “orthodox”
view of QM asserts in addition that due to the measurement of Â =

∑

nanPan

–with (possibly degenerate) eigenvalues an and eigenprojectors Pan
– a dis-

continuous change (von Neumann’s postulate [1,2], or Lüder’s rule [3] if the
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spectrum is degenerate) governed by probability laws occurs in the state of
the system ρ: if Â is measured disregarding the measurement outcome (a non-
selective projective measurement [4]), ρ changes to

ρ̄ =
∑

n
Pan

ρ Pan
; (1)

if the outcome an is selected (a selective projective measurement [4]), ρ changes
to (the “state projection”, or “collapse”, postulate)

ρ′ =
Pan

ρ Pan

Tr(ρ Pan
)

. (2)

Postulating the above discontinuous changes is really a way of avoiding in-
clusion of the instrument in the description of the measurement process. In
particular, the collapse postulate, which is of no consequence as long as single
measurements are performed, is relevant for successive measurements when
the instrument is not included: if two not necessarily commuting observables,
Â and then B̂, are measured in succession, the projection formula (2) gives
the joint probability of finding an and then bm as

W W
bman

= Tr(ρ Pan
Pbm

Pan
). (3)

This is “Wigner’s formula” [2], first written down for the case of nondegenerate
observables.

In contrast, including the instrument, as in von Neumann’s model (vNM) [1,5],
allows investigating the dynamical basis underlying the measurement process.
In such an approach one obtains information on the system by observing some
property of the instrument, like the pointer position Q̂, for which QM can only
make statistical predictions. Ref. [6] generalized the vNM and considered two
instruments for the simultaneous measurement of position and momentum.
Ref. [7] analyzed successive measurements with the vNM and studied the av-
erage of the first observable for weak coupling with the meter (called the “weak
value”), conditioned on a post-selection. The vNM was also used in Refs. [8,9]
to study a sequence of measurements, and in Ref. [10] to study the problem of
von Neumann’s cut. More generally, the description of quantum measurements
without inclusion of the Hilbert space of the instrument is represented by the
theory of effects and operations [11]. Ref. [12] contains, among other topics,
a discussion of successive measurements with arbitrary system-meter interac-
tion strength, which the author relates to the theory of effects and operations;
an important list of references on these points can also be found there.

In the present letter we employ the vNM to investigate further the problem
of two successive measurements in QM. Our model is similar to that of Ref.
[8]. We study the measurement process as a function of the strength of the
coupling between the system and the pointers and, in particular, we analyze
the correlation between the two pointers.
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As a reminder to the reader, and in order to establish the notation, we consider
in section 2 the von Neumann measurement of a single observable. Here, the
focus is on the pointer position, which conveys information about the system.
The pointer momentum is of no interest in this case. The pointer momen-
tum commutes with the von Neumann interaction Hamiltonian, and hence
remains unaffected by the interaction. Next, in section 3, we consider succes-
sive measurements. Our primary interest is in the correlation between the two
pointers. As we will see, both the position and the momentum of the first
pointer give useful information when the correlation with the second pointer
is considered. This gives us two correlation functions. We show that these may
be expressed as the real and imaginary part of a complex quasi-probability
over the eigenvalues of the two observables. This quasi-probability reduces
to Wigner’s formula (3) in the limit of a very strong coupling for the first
measurement, without ever needing the state-projection formula (2). For very
weak coupling the quasi-probability reduces to the Kirkwood-Dirac distribu-
tion [13,14]: our model can thus be regarded as giving a derivation of both
results in the appropriate limits. We also obtain the reduced density matrix
of the system after the first measurement for an arbitrary coupling strength,
and show how one recovers Lüder’s rule (1) in the limit of strong coupling.

State reconstruction based on the successive measurement of two observables
is a problem only rarely addressed in the literature (see, however, Ref. [4]). In
section 4 we show that the measurement scheme presented here permits the
reconstruction of the initial system state – using arbitrary coupling strengths.
This scheme requires a separate measurement of every pair of eigenprojectors
belonging to the two observables. Furthermore, it requires measuring both
the position and the momentum of the first pointer. We find that the class
of informationally complete observables is the same as was found in Ref. [4],
namely that the observables should be nondegenerate and complementary.

2 Single measurements

We first consider a von Neumann measurement of a single observable Â =
∑

n anPan
, where the eigenvalues an are allowed to be degenerate. It will be

instructive to contrast some of the results for single measurements with those
for successive measurements.

We assume the system to be coupled to a pointer, whose position and momen-
tum are represented by the Hermitian operators Q̂ and P̂ . The system-pointer
interaction is taken to be [1]

V̂ (t) = ǫ δ(t − t1)ÂP̂ , t1 > 0 , (4)
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with an arbitrary interaction strength [8] ǫ. We disregard the intrinsic evo-
lution of the system and the pointer and assume that V represents the full
Hamiltonian. The evolution operator is given by

Û(t) = exp[−i
∫ t

0
V̂ (t′)dt′] = exp[−iǫ θ(t − t1)ÂP̂ ], (5)

in units of ~ = 1; θ(τ) is the step function. If the density matrix of the system
plus the pointer at t = 0 is ρ = ρsρM (M stands for “meter”), for t > t1 it is
given by

ρ(Â) =
∑

nn′

Pan
ρsPan′

(e−iǫanP̂ ρMeiǫan′ P̂ ) . (6)

We now observe the pointer position Q̂ to obtain information on the system.
According to Born’s rule, and for a pure state |χ〉 for the pointer, the Q
probability density for t > t1 is given by (notice that we are not using the
projection postulate for the state)

p(Â)(Q) =
∑

n

W (Â)
an

|χ(Q − ǫan)|2, (7a)

W (Â)
an

=Trs(ρsPan
), (7b)

where W (Â)
an

is the Born probability for the result an and |χ(Q − ǫan)|2 is
the original Q probability density displaced by the amount ǫan (its width is
σQ). This result shows that the “standard rule” of QM that the only possi-
ble outcomes of the measurement of an observable are the eigenvalues of the
corresponding Hermitean operator, Born’s rule giving their probability, has
to be translated into the probability of the pointer, which in turn “mirrors”
the former only in the idealized limit of very strong coupling, ǫ/σQ ≫ 1 [1,8].
Notice that, in contrast, we took for granted that it is for the probability of
occurrence of Q that we are entitled to apply Born’s rule. Should Q̂ be micro-
scopic 1 , we might need to measure it with a macroscopic instrument, observe
its pointer position Q̂′ and assume that we can apply Born’s rule for the Q′

probability density.

However, it is remarkable that, for arbitrary ǫ, the average of Q̂ in units of ǫ
is given by

〈Q̂〉(Â)/ǫ =
∑

n

anW
(Â)(an) = Tr(ρsÂ). (8)

(The original Q distribution is supposed centered at Q = 0.) This is the Born
average of the observable Â in the original state of the system [7].

1 For instance, in a Stern-Gerlach experiment designed to measure the z projection
of the electron spin, (1/2)σz , Q̂ represents the p̂z momentum component of the
electron.
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The particular case in which the observable Â in the interaction is replaced by
the projector Paν

is of great importance. We designate the eigenvalues of Paν

by π = 1, 0, and its eigenprojectors by P
π
aν

. Then P
1
aν

= Paν
, P

0
aν

= I − Paν
.

For these eigenvalues and eigenprojectors, Eq. (8) gives

〈Q̂〉(Paν )/ǫ = Trs(ρsP
π=1
aν

) = W (Â)
aν

. (9)

For successive measurements the situation will be more subtle.

From Eq. (6) we now compute the reduced density operator of the system
tracing over the pointer, to find

ρ(Â)
s =

∑

nn′

g
(Â)
nn′(ǫ) Pan

ρsPan′
. (10)

We have defined the characteristic function of the pointer momentum distri-
bution

g(Â)(ǫ(an − an′)) = Tr[ρMe−iǫ(an−an′ )P̂ ] ≡ g
(Â)
nn′(ǫ), (11)

which we shall call the decoherence factor [8]. As an example, if we assume
the pure Gaussian state

χ(Q) = (2πσ2
Q)−1/4 exp(−Q2/4σ2

Q) (12)

for the pointer, we find [8]

g
(A)
nn′(ǫ) = exp[−(ǫ2/8σ2

Q)(an − an′)2]. (13)

Result (10) is valid for an arbitrary value of the coupling strength. In the
strong-coupling limit it reduces to Lüders rule of Eq. (1), originally postulated
by Lüders [3], derived later by assuming the measurement to be repeatable
and minimally disturbing [15,16], and then given a dynamical derivation in
Ref. [5] using vNM.

3 Successive measurements

We now turn to the problem of measuring two observables in succession. We
assume two pointers (with momentum and coordinate operators P̂i, Q̂i) whose
interaction with the system

V̂ (t) = ǫ1δ(t − t1)ÂP̂1 + ǫ2δ(t − t2)B̂P̂2, 0 < t1 < t2, (14)

is designed to measure the observable Â defined above with the first pointer
at time t1, and the observable B̂ =

∑

m bmPbm
with the second pointer at time
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t2 (the bm’s may also be degenerate). The unitary evolution operator is given
by

Û(t) = exp[−iǫ2θ(t − t2)B̂P̂2] exp[−iǫ1θ(t − t1)ÂP̂1]. (15)

If the density operator describing the system plus the two pointers is, at t = 0,
ρ = ρsρM1ρM2, for t > t2, i.e., after the second interaction, it is given by

ρ(B̂←Â) =
∑

nn′mm′

(Pbm
Pan

ρs Pan′
Pbm′

)

·
(

e−iǫ1anP̂1ρM1e
iǫ1an′ P̂1

) (

e−iǫ2bmP̂2ρM2e
iǫ2bm′ P̂2

)

. (16)

We now study what information we can obtain about the system by observing
the two pointer positions Q̂1 and Q̂2 for t > t2. From Eq. (16) we obtain, using
Born’s rule, the Q1, Q2 joint probability density and, when the pointers are
prepared in pure Gaussian states χ(i)(Qi), i = 1, 2, we find the correlation of
the two pointer positions as

〈Q̂1Q̂2〉
(B̂←Â)

ǫ1ǫ2
=ℜ

∑

nm

anbmW
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1), (17)

where

W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1)=
∑

n′

g
(Â)
nn′(ǫ1)Trs[ρs(Pan′

Pbm
Pan

)] (18)

is a “quasi-probability” for an and bm. The reason for this naming convention

will be explained shortly. The decoherence factor g
(Â)
nn′(ǫ1) is given in Eq. (13).

We note that the pointer correlation (in units of ǫ1ǫ2) depends on the strength
ǫ1 for the first measurement, but not on ǫ2.

We now consider again the same Hamiltonian of Eq. (14) but, after the second
interaction has acted, i.e., for t > t2, we observe, on a second sub-ensemble,
the momentum P̂1 of the first pointer instead of its position, and the position
Q̂2 of the second pointer. The resulting correlation between P̂1 and Q̂2 is

〈P̂1Q̂2〉
(B̂←Â)

ǫ1ǫ2

=
1

2σ2
Q1

ℑ
∑

nm

anbmW
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) (19)

where the quasi-probability W
(B←A)
bman

(ǫ1) is given in Eq. (18).

Eqs. (17) and (18) (which generalize to two successive measurements the re-
sult of Eqs. (8) and (7b) for a single measurement) are written in a manner
similar to the correlation of two classical sets of variables {an}, {bm}, with
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the exception that now W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) is not necessarily real and non-negative,
and we shall refer to it as the quasi-probability for the variables an, bm, when
the measurements of Â and B̂ are performed in succession. The quasiproba-

bility W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) is a quantum generalization of the classical joint probability
concept. It has the following properties:

(i) The marginal probabilities are

∑

m

W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1)= Tr(ρsPan
), (20a)

∑

n

W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1)= Tr(ρ(Â)
s Pbm

). (20b)

The first marginal coincides with the probability distribution of an on
the system ρs prior to the measurement. The second marginal coincides
with the probability distribution of bm after the measurement of Â, i.e.
with respect to the reduced state ρ(Â)

s given by Eq. (10).
(ii) In the strong-coupling limit, ǫ1 → ∞, we have

W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) → Trs[ρs(Pan
Pbm

Pan
)] (21)

which is the joint probability given by Wigner’s rule (3) (real and non-
negative). Thus the two-pointer correlation of Eq. (17) reduces to an
average evaluated with a probability given by Wigner’s formula.

(iii) In the weak-coupling limit, ǫ1 → 0, we have

W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) → Kbman
≡ Trs[ρs(Pbm

Pan
)], (22)

which is Kirkwood’s quasi-probability (complex, in general). The pointer
correlation reduces to

〈Q̂1Q̂2〉
(B̂←Â)/ǫ1ǫ2 =Trs

[

ρs
1

2
(B̂Â + ÂB̂)

]

(23a)

=
∑

nm

anbmW MH
bman

, (23b)

W MH
bman

=
1

2
Tr

[

ρ(s)(Pbm
Pan

+ Pan
Pbm

)
]

. (23c)

W MH
bman

is the real part of the Kirkwood quasi-probability distribution
[13,14,17,18], also known as Margenau-Hill’s distribution [19]. The Margenau-
Hill distribution may take negative values and hence cannot be regarded
as a joint probability in the classical sense [19].

(iv) If the projectors Pan
, Pbm

appearing in Eq. (18) commute, [Pan
, Pbm

] =

0, ∀n, m, the quasiprobability reduces to W
(B̂←Â)
bman

(ǫ1) = Trs[ρs(Pbm
Pan

)]
for arbitrary values of ǫ1; this is the standard, real and non-negative,
quantum-mechanical definition of the joint probability of an and bm for
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commuting observables. The correlation of the two pointer positions mea-
sured in units of ǫ1ǫ2 coincides, for an arbitrary coupling strength ǫ1, with
the standard result for the correlation of the two observables Â and B̂,
i.e. the r.h.s. of Eq. (17) reduces to the form Tr(ρsÂB̂).

4 State reconstruction

In this section we devise a state reconstruction scheme based on successive
measurements. To this end, we shall consider the particular case in which
the observables Â and B̂ appearing in the interaction (14) are replaced by two
new observables: the projectors Paν

and Pbµ
, respectively, the latter possessing

eigenvalues σ = 0, 1 and eigenprojectors P
σ
bµ

.

Eq. (17) for the pointer position correlation can be applied to the present case,
since the spectra of Â and B̂ used there are allowed to be degenerate. We find

〈Q̂1Q̂2〉
(Pbµ←Paν )

ǫ1ǫ2

=ℜ
1

∑

π,σ=0

πσ W
(Pbµ←Paν )
σπ (ǫ1) (24a)

=ℜW
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1). (24b)

The quasi-probability (18) reduces in this case to

W
(Pbµ←Paν )
σπ (ǫ1) =

1
∑

π′=0

g
(Paν )
ππ′ (ǫ1)Trs(ρsP

π′

aν
P

σ
bµ

P
π
aν

) . (24c)

The decoherence factor is now [see Eq. (13)]

g(ǫ1(π − π′)) ≡ g
(Paν )
ππ′ (ǫ1) = e

−
ǫ2
1

8σ2
Q1

(π−π′)2

. (25)

Here it is of importance to note that the correlation 〈Q1Q2〉
(Pbµ←Paν ), Eqs.

(24a), (24b), is directly proportional to one of the elements of the quasi-
probability (24c). Notice also that, for ǫ1 → ∞, the quasi-probability (24c)
reduces to the Wigner rule.

Eqs. (24) generalize for the successive measurement of two projectors the result
(9) for a single measurement. In contrast to the single-measurement case, the
quasi-probability appearing in Eq. (24c) does not coincide, in general, with

the quasi-probability of aν followed by bµ, i.e., W
(B̂←Â)
bµaν

(ǫ1) of Eq. (18), since

the decoherence factors g
(Â)
νν′ (ǫ1) and g

(Paν)

1π′ (ǫ1) are, in general, different. This
result is a non-classical feature of the successive-measurements problem.
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Similarly, when the observables Paν
and Pbµ

have been measured in succession,
we find the correlation

〈P̂1Q̂2〉
(Pbµ←Paν )

ǫ1ǫ2

=
1

2σ2
Q1

ℑ W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1), (26)

in terms of the same quasi-probability W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1) appearing in Eq. (24b).

We concentrate on the quasi-probability distribution W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1), because
it is more directly measurable than that of Eq. (18), in the sense that it can be
retrieved directly from the two-pointer correlations when the measurement is
performed through the Hamiltonian (14) with Â and B̂ replaced by projectors.

In Ref. [4] it was shown that from Kirkwood’s quasi-probability distribution
one can recover the density matrix ρs for the system prior to the measurement,
provided that the observables are nondegenerate and complementary, i.e., that
they have no common eigenprojectors [20]. We now show that under the same

conditions the set W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1) ∀µ, ν also conveys full information about ρs,
so that from successive measurements performed with an arbitrary interaction
strength one could retrieve the full QM state. From Eq. (24c) we obtain,
writing the projectors in terms of kets and bras,

〈an|ρs|an′〉 =
1

Gn′n(ǫ1)

∑

µ

W
(Pbµ←Pan)

11 (ǫ1)
〈bµ|an′〉

〈bµ|an〉
, (27)

for 〈bµ|an〉 6= 0. We have defined [see Eq. (25)]

Gnn′(ǫ1) = δnn′g
(P )
11 (ǫ1) + (1 − δnn′)g

(P )
10 (ǫ1) = δnn′ + (1 − δnn′) exp(−ǫ2

1/8σQ2
1
).

(28)
The result (27) expresses the matrix elements of the density operator in terms

of the quasi-probability distribution W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1). In the weak-coupling limit,
ǫ1 → 0, Gn′n(ǫ1) → 1 and

〈an|ρs|an′〉 →
∑

µ

Kbµan

〈bµ|an′〉

〈bµ|an〉
, (29)

which coincides with the result found in Eq. (4) of Ref. [4] in terms of Kirk-
wood’s joint quasi-probability. In contrast, in the limit ǫ → ∞ [Gn′n(ǫ1) →
δn′n],

〈an|ρs|an〉 →
∑

µ
W W

bµan
= Trs(ρsPan

), (30)

in terms of Wigner’s joint probability. In this last limit, Eq. (27) is defined
only for n = n′: thus only the diagonal elements of the density matrix can be
retrieved. Surprisingly, this is precisely the limit in which Wigner’s formula is
obtained.
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We can now express the quantum-mechanical expectation value of an observ-
able in terms of the above quasi-probability distribution. The expectation
value Trs(ρ

(s)Ô) of a Hermitean operator Ô for the system can be written,
using Eq. (27) that relates the ρ(s) matrix elements with the quasi-probability
distribution, as

Trs(ρ
(s)Ô)=

∑

nµ

W
(Pbµ←Pan)

11 (ǫ1) Ô(bµ, an); (31a)

we have defined the “transform” of the operator Ô as

O(bµ, an) =
∑

n′

〈bµ|an′〉

〈bµ|an〉

〈an′|Ô|an〉

Gn′n(ǫ1)
. (31b)

Relations (31) have the structure of a number of transforms found in the
literature, that express the QM expectation value of an observable in terms of
its transform and a quasi-probability distribution (in phase space, in the case
of Wigner’s transform).

5 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the two-pointer correlation in successive mea-
surements may be expressed in terms of a generalized quasi-probability. We
found that this quasi-probability reduces to the Wigner formula and to the
Kirkwood-Dirac distribution in the strong and weak coupling limit, respec-
tively. We also derived the reduced state after the first measurement, which
was found to reduce to Lüders rule in the strong coupling limit. Furthermore,
we found that full information about a quantum system may be obtained from
successive measurements of two complementary observables, regardless of the
interaction strength. This finding, although in resemblance to classical physics,
requires the separate measurement of every pair of projectors belonging to the
spectral resolution of the two observables. What’s more, we even need to “mea-
sure” not only the position, but also the momentum of the last meter. Thus,
reconstructing the state of a system in successive measurements is consider-
ably more complicated in quantum mechanics than in classical physics, where
a successive measurement of position and momentum for every degree of free-
dom will do the trick. On the other hand, the quantum scheme is considerably
more general than the classical scheme, since any pair of observables may be
used to reconstruct a quantum state, provided only that they are nondegen-
erate and have no common eigenvectors. The latter condition is equivalent to
requiring that the two observables should never possess simultaneous definite
values.
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We finish with a remark on our particular choice of the pointer states before the
measurement as pure Gaussians. We have shown that when the von Neumann
interaction is given by (14), Â and B̂ being projectors, measurement of the
correlation of the position/momentum of the first pointer with the position
of the second, Eqs. (24b) and (26), allows to extract the real/imaginary part

of the quasi-probability W
(Pbµ←Paν )

11 (ǫ1). If the pointers are not described by
pure Gaussian states, those two correlations allow, in general, to extract the
real and imaginary part of two different quasi-probability distributions, which
have the same structure, but with different decoherence factors, and merge
into a single one for pure Gaussian states. Either quasi-probability distribution
would suffice to retrieve the density matrix for the system. However, we have
not succeeded in devising the appropriate measurable correlations that would
allow extracting both the real and imaginary part of either one of the two
quasi-probability distributions.
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